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The moment of…

… feeling divided.



Inclusive design is

good design for everyone.



Barclays gets it.

Barclays makes an app with a blind user in mind — making 
banking more safer and more convenient for all customers.



“

”

It started with extra work required to help 
“that group over there.” What we talk about 
now is inclusive design, and that means it’s 

good for everyone.





OXO made an ergonomic kitchen tool that even arthritic 
fingers could use. Everyone else loves it, too. A $60M 
business and lots of happy cooks (and cooks’ helpers). 

OXO figured it out.



“

”
SAM FARBER, OXO

The idea was always, from the start, to make 
useful products for people of all ages and 

levels of dexterity. We can improve every day 
life for people, without them even knowing 

or thinking about it.



Watch later



Roku started with simple.

“TV menus are hard to figure out.” Simple controls, one-
click Netflix. Cost-conscious. A top choice for “non-techy” 
seniors—and everyone else.



Roku started with simple.



“

”

“Companies commonly overdesign 
something and make it kind of pretty, but 

not easy. Customers, what they really want 
is easy.”

ANTHONY WOOD, ROKU



“I get extremely nervous when 
sending out an announcement 
to 43 million people at once. 

Will I click ‘Publish’ by mistake 
before I’m ready?” 

Are you sure?
WordPress.com





INCLUSIVE DESIGN

Great products for the 

greatest number of people.



WordPress ❤ Freedom



Kat Holmes

John Maeda

VOICES



“

”
JOHN MAEDA

Adopting an inclusive design

approach expands a tech product’s total 

addressable market.



“

”
KAT HOLMES

A mismatched interaction between a person 
and their environment is a function of 

design. Change the environment, not the 
body…. Every choice we make either raises 

or lowers these barriers.



“

”
KAT HOLMES

By recognizing exclusion, we can start 
to build empathy for people who 

interact with unwelcoming designs 
every day of their lives.



INCLUSIVE DESIGN

Great products for the 

greatest number of people.



1. Recognize exclusion


2. Broaden perspectives to build empathy


3. Bring diversity into teams and processes


4. Solve for one, extend to many

Inclusive design





When considering mismatched conditions, 
I see more than just an edge case, because 

everyone experiences temporary/
situational interactions.







To build empathy: listen and connect with 
people (not stats), read more broadly, 

create diverse teams, and find habits and 
rituals for more empathy.































Wapuu says, 

“Mind the Mobile!”





design.blog/inclusive



Inclusive design means thinking of people 
unlike me. Finding our common goal, and 
solving for that first. Paying attention to 

mismatched conditions.



Book: Technically Wrong



INCLUSIVE DESIGN

Great products for the 

greatest number of people.
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sensible.blog/inclusive
LINKS & RESOURCES

Thank you!


